OVERALL TEAM CHAMPION

Lowell Cardinals

BOY’S TEAM CHAMPION

Lowell Cardinals

GIRL’S TEAM CHAMPION

Convent Cubs/Galileo Lions/Lowell Cardinals

BOY’S INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION

Alex Cheng, Lowell – Gold Medal
Nick Prey, University – Silver Medal
Roland Nguyen, Washington – Bronze Medal
Arlo Lobascio, Lowell – 4th Place
Jimmy Chen, Balboa – 5th Place
Sam Rohrer, University – 6th Place
Nathan Sklar, University – 7th Place
Jonathan Chimento, Lincoln – 8th Place

GIRL’S INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION

Lauren Jung, Convent – Gold Medal
Amanda Zerbe, University – Silver Medal
Natalie Ho, Lowell – Bronze Medal
Christina Wen, Galileo – 4th Place
Jayne Stewart, Lowell – 5th Place
Emma Goldstein, Convent – 6th Place
Amrit Khalsa, Urban – 7th Place
Crystal Wing, Galileo – 8th Place